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UPDATE FROM THE BEACH-NESTING BIRDS TEAM 

Dr Grainne Maguire, Coast and Marine Program Manager 

 

Spring’s magic certainly took hold this year, with many birds beginning to nest early and while many 

nests failed to hatch during these tumultuous months, we saw the successful fledging of several chicks! 

This makes us really pleased to know we have had some successes before the peak fledging period. It 

does seem ironic, but typically the birds are more likely to produce fledglings from their December and 

January nests, despite this being the most stressful period for them in terms of human disturbance. Our 

management interventions provide a refuge when the beaches become busy, so the birds’ eggs and chicks 

avoid being crushed and the families have space free of disturbance, so they can feed, incubate and 

brood. Our amazing volunteers brave the weather and the crowds, to check on the birds, write on update 

signs, and find new nests during this period, as well as to chat to beach users, providing them with those 

bits of information that can win hearts and change beach user behaviours. These behaviours are very 

effective at minimising threats to the point where the birds can still exercise breeding behaviours on 

heavily impacted beaches. It’s really nice to know that we can give them this space to survive, they’re 

such little troopers.  

 

We’ve got a busy summer ahead 

with dog’s breakfasts, caravan 

park activities, beach walks, and 

even salt-lake surveys to engage 

with farmers who might have 

hooded plovers using the lakes 

on their properties in South 

Australia. In addition, we are 

keen to spend more time 

monitoring, so we can meet new 

volunteers and review habitat 

changes at key sites. 

 

We’ve all evolved so much over 

the course of this project and 

many of you have been with us 

from early on, while others are 

joining up to help us protect more birds. As the project has grown, we’ve been working to develop better 

induction materials and to make sure we provide volunteers with clear advice and support networks, so 

they can be safe, and the birds can be safe too. With social media on the rise and a world where emails 

offer such an easy form of communication, we need to work extra hard to communicate the value  

of monitoring and the importance of reporting information using a consistent format that then  

goes to a centralised and backed up location/database. Sightings mentioned on Facebook  

or emailed through are unlikely to be transferable to our database and require someone  

Photo: Fledged chick at Rye, Mornington Peninsula. Mark Lethlean 
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to trawl through thousands of emails and media posts searching for mention of flagged birds or nests, 

often with too little detail to be used. I can’t stress enough that we do not help these birds by observing 

them, fencing nests and observing a failure or success response. Our actions need to be carefully 

recorded and reviewed. This is a citizen science project because we need many eyes on the ground, 

observing these widely dispersed birds, in order to learn about the threats driving their decline.  Please 

make your observations count by logging these in the portal, or filling out a good old-fashioned data 

sheet!! 

 

We hope this holiday season is a safe and happy one, and that you get great pleasure out of spending 

time with the birds and in making a difference to their conservation. 

 

Management reminders 

 

As we approach the summer holidays, we brace for the beach crowds and know that our beach-nesting 

birds have some tough times ahead. Don’t forget that it is really important to give the birds a decent sized 

fenced off area so that it offers protection from the eggs being crushed, but also acts as a buffer from 

disturbance. As the beach fills with people, they will be forced to sit closer to the sides of the fenced area, 

so it is important that this fence edge is distant enough from the nest. The width of the fence will be 

limited by the high tide mark and leaving space for people to walk past at times of high tide, but the 

length of the fence parallel to the sea is important and should be as a minimum 25-30m long. If you’ve 

got space to work with, be 

generous (up to 60m if 

there is space between 

access points). Also, don’t 

forget to place the signs 

away from the fenced area 

as people will walk up to 

these to read them, but 

judge the space based on 

how obliterated the sign 

might become if the beach 

starts to fill with people.  

 

While it can be tempting to 

want to put out signs 

everywhere, also be 

careful not to overdo it 

because we only need the 

signs flanking the fence, 

and some updates on the 

beach access path or in 

the carpark. In some areas, such as large estuaries, the fences may have small symbols attached but use 

these sparingly. 

 

There are well established guidelines on fencing the nesting sites, so please don’t forget these. They are 

available online: http://www.birdlife.org.au/projects/beach-nesting-birds/for-coastal-managers  

Also, never be worried about giving us a call to discuss the set up. The morphology of the beach and type 

of beach use will mean slight tweaks may be required, but we need to be aware of the fence set ups at 

every site as we hold the permits for these and also have access to the research and unpublished 

information on what has worked or hasn’t worked in the past. 

 

 

Photo: Grainne Maguire 

http://www.birdlife.org.au/projects/beach-nesting-birds/for-coastal-managers
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PLOVER APPRECIATION DAY – 16TH

 SEPTEMBER 2017 

 

Unfortunately, Grainne had spent too much time watching Game of Thrones when she was on leave and 

this obsession became evident in this year’s Plover Appreciation Day!  
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In the Game of Plovers, which plover will take the throne? https://goo.gl/69j2uq 

 

As usual, there were some lovely photos shared on the day by people appreciating plovers with a 

selection of these below: 

 

 

https://goo.gl/69j2uq
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VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT: 

Diane Lewis – Friends of the Hooded Plover Mornington Peninsula Inc. (President) 

 

What made you want to volunteer on the Beach-nesting Birds Project and 

when did you start? 

Rob (my husband) and I have camped in the outback for 30 years. During that time, we developed an 

interest in the many birds we saw, but coastal birds hadn't featured. My 'Hoodie' journey started in early 

2010. While walking along Koonya beach we met a Parks Victoria (PV) ranger - Darren Mitchell erecting a 

temporary rope fence. Talking to Darren sparked a new interest and the beginning of many new 

friendships. I had spent 20 years sitting on that beach looking out to sea, watching my kids in the water 

but not once did I consider the possible stories that might be unfolding on the sand. Within days of 

meeting Darren, I had a phone call from Grainne Maguire who then introduced me to Val Ford - our 

resident guru on Hooded Plovers. That summer I accompanied Val as often as I could when she checked 

what the Hooded Plovers at Koonya, Montforts and Fowlers beaches were up to. Soon after meeting Val I 

was introduced to Glenn Ehmke who was visiting the Mornington Peninsula National Park (MPNP) on a 

regular basis. I couldn't have asked for better mentors! Team that up with finding a nest at Koonya west, 

driving everyone mad by reporting on it daily and eventually seeing the chick fledge: I was hooked. What 

I didn't realise was how long it would be until I saw another chick fly again from that beach. 

 

What sort of 

activities do 

you undertake 

as a volunteer? 

I coordinate the 

Hooded Plover 

volunteers on the 

Mornington 

Peninsula. Our 

group is different 

from other 

BirdLife groups. 

We volunteer in a 

National Park and 

PV are the land 

managers. We 

have to work 

within PV 

guidelines and 

balance that with 

adhering to 

BirdLife Beach-

nesting Bird 

(BnB) protocols. 

This means we need good communication between the three parties. PV has had a Hooded Plover friends 

group for over 20 years, and soon after BirdLife BnB started their research on the MP, the group decided 

to become incorporated. 

 

I am the president of the group, and Val Ford as the secretary guided me through those first years. I 

meet with PV on a regular basis and am in frequent contact with the BnB team. I am also part of a team 

of volunteers who regularly monitor the beaches. If we're not erecting temporary fencing and signage for 

nests and chicks we are organising workshops, talking to people on the beach or visiting local schools and 

markets. We apply for grants to purchase/ replace equipment and have been successful in obtaining 

Photo: Koonya Beach. Grainne Maguire 
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grants to fence off Hoodie habitat. More recently in conjunction with the BnB team, we have commenced 

a Red-capped Plover monitoring program on Western Port. 

 

Whereabouts on the coast do you volunteer? 

The Mornington Peninsula is my second home, I have been visiting Koonya beach for over 40 years. For 

ease of monitoring BirdLife had divided our ocean beaches into seven territories. In those territories there 

are 33 - 35 breeding pairs of Hooded Plovers. We have around 15 regular volunteers who monitor their 

preferred beach. PV has one dedicated staff member who assists (part-time) with Hoodie management. 

The Mornington Peninsula has over 4 million visitors over the summer period, so it can get very crowded 

on the beaches and space for Hooded Plovers to breed can be hard to protect. We are lucky our group has 

some very committed members, who volunteer hundreds of hours over the summer months helping to 

protect Hooded Plover nests and chicks during this extremely busy period. 

 

What has been one of your highlights whilst being a BirdLife Australia Friends of the Hooded 

Plover volunteer? 

There can never be one highlight with Hooded Plovers! They can be so sneaky and deceptive that there 

are highlights every season. The first chick I saw fledge was so exciting. To watch that tiny chick grow, 

then witness that first flight was a wonderful sight (and a relief). I love watching for chicks when they are 

expected to have hatched, sitting quietly waiting to see how many chicks we might have. Waiting, 

watching, waiting, then one tiny chick might appear, then another and finally a third. I will never get tired 

of that experience. I am a bit of a tragic when it comes to chicks. Last year we had 2 chicks fledge on 'my' 

beach. It was 7 years since I saw that first chick fledge from this beach. The beach is a sand dune away 

from where I live, so I could visit the chicks twice a day. It was so lovely on some of those balmy 

evenings, sitting high up on the sand (often with another volunteer or Glenn) watching the sun go down 

while two little Hoodie chicks were running around with their parents. I have also loved assisting with 

flagging and banding, seeing the birds up close. Witnessing the gentleness and care taken when they are 

captured and handled with the strict adherence to protocol gives me confidence I am volunteering for the 

right researchers. 

 

One of my biggest highlights was 

when a child picked up a one-week 

old Hoodie chick that was 'stuck' in 

brush fencing late one evening. 

Luckily, the chick was taken to one 

of our volunteers who happened to 

live next door and luckily Grainne 

had only just left the Peninsula for 

Melbourne. She turned back, and 

we collected the chick. Upon 

consultation with the local 

veterinarian, it was decided to 

keep the chick overnight and 

release it back to its family early 

the next day. I hardly slept, then 

at 5.30 the following morning I 

walked onto the beach located the 

little family, carefully walked up to 

where the chicks were hiding and 

released my chick. Stepped away and waited, within a couple of minutes all three chicks ran out from 

their cover and started feeding with parents on high alert - an amazing experience! We were very lucky 

Glenn Ehmke was able to visit these chicks regularly and photographed or videoed their progress. This 

can be viewed via this link https://glenn-ehmke.squarespace.com/the-koonya-2. I think it's a great story! 

Photo: Diane Lewis (L) with volunteers Chris Willocks (C) and Denis Goss (R) at 
an information display/stall 

https://glenn-ehmke.squarespace.com/the-koonya-2
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PORTAL CORNER 

The Beach-nesting Birds team 

 

In this edition, we will try and answer two common questions we get asked by volunteers and other portal 

users. 

 

When do I ask for a ‘new site’ to be created in the portal? 

This is a great question! Sites are mainly intended for established breeding territories and for regularly 

used flocking sites, and thus, they have been set up based on data collected over many years. For 

example, a beach can have just a single pair of breeding birds (one site in the portal) or multiple pairs of 

breeding birds (multiple sites in the portal). You would need a ‘new site’ in the portal only if another new 

pair turns up at your beach, lays eggs and starts nesting in a new territory. Ideally, it would be good to 

wait and see if the new pair persists in the new territory for at least three months or until they nest here, 

before a new site is created in the portal. There is no need for a new site to be created especially when 

the eggs hatch and parents move with their chicks to a new area (a few hundred metres from their nest 

location). In such cases, you have to make sure you select the correct territory ‘site’ in the portal but 

mention in the notes that the parents and chicks have moved to a new area, preferably entering GPS 

coordinates for the new location. 

 

When a pair have a large territory, it is best to keep this as one site and not to split it into multiple sites, 

as it becomes challenging for us to work out how many breeding pairs and sites there are in a given area. 

The only time we do split a territory and create two sites is when these have very different threat profiles, 

for example, one side of the territory is a dog prohibited area while the other side is a dog on leash area; 

or where they are two separate coves with separate access points. 

 

You will also note that Hoodies have a lot more sites set up in the portal and that is because we have 

collected a lot of data on breeding Hoodies over the years. When it comes to the other beach-nesting bird 

species, there aren’t many sites set up and that is because we are still collecting data on those birds. 

Hopefully with your help and data collection we may be able to add more sites for those other species in 

time to come. Just let us know of a known breeding site you want added and we can set that up for you. 

 

When do I record chicks as juveniles? 

This is again another interesting question and one that some volunteers can find a bit confusing! Chicks 

are considered juveniles only after they fledge and for Hoodies it can take about 35 days after they hatch 

out of their eggs. When chicks get closer to the 35 day mark they will attempt to spread their wings and 

have a good crack at flying. You may have even observed that they take short flights (5-10m) during this 

time. However, they are not considered as fledged (hence, juveniles) when they can undertake these 

short flights because they are still vulnerable to being attacked by a persistent dog or a fox. So, it is only 

when you observe it flying for at least a good 50m or more (and not just a fraction above the ground’s 

surface), that you can consider them to have fledged and out of danger. This is when you can record the 

chick to have fledged and hence a juvenile. Remember, that some chicks can take up to about 40 days 

before they can properly fly long distances. So, it is critical that you observe that first proper confident 

long flight before concluding that they have fledged and are now juveniles! When you first see them fly, 

record them as chicks and status as ‘fledged’ – and then on subsequent visits as juveniles. Alternatively, if 

another volunteer recorded them as fledged, then when you see them after this, record as juveniles. 

 

A very thorough updated user manual is now online (a huge thanks to Leonie Daws): Please check it out 

using the following link. 

http://www.birdlife.org.au/documents/BNB-MyBeachbird_data_portal_user_guide-Sept-2017.pdf  

 

 

 

http://www.birdlife.org.au/documents/BNB-MyBeachbird_data_portal_user_guide-Sept-2017.pdf
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WHAT’S NEW.. 

NEW MATERIALS 

Oystercatcher signs designed by Chrissie Cloete (funded by NSW Environmental Trust) 

 

   
 

Hoodie Chick signs designed by Chrissie Cloete (funded by NSW Environmental Trust) 
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Colour in stencil Hoodie sticker (funded by Coastcare) 

 

 
 

Threat ID Booklet (funded by Coastcare) 

 

This brand spanking new booklet has been developed to assist volunteers with identification of the 

different types of threats faced by beach-nesting birds. It has details of different weed species, birds of 

prey and other egg and chick predators and it also describes what to record in a threat assessment in 

relation to the bird’s location. Contact your regional coordinator to grab a copy. 
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BIENNIAL COUNT GOING ONLINE!! 

 

We have recently got a quote for the biennial count to go online and to become part of Birdata. In order 

to make this happen, we need to start raising the funds. Since its inception, the count has been run on 

good will and a lot of in-kind support from land managers and community volunteers. In particular, our 

national count coordinator operates in a voluntary role and works part-time for an entire year, making 

this a very labour-intensive operation. To organise a survey of thousands of kilometres of coast to occur 

in a short window of time (a given week in November) is no easy task, and yet the results are invaluable. 

We get the best idea of the size of the mainland population of Hooded Plovers and of their distribution 

along the coast, including the location of breeding sites, and can compare this over time. We also gather 

threat data from all beaches where the birds occur, giving us an opportunity for a snapshot of the range 

of threats the species experiences and for beaches which we rarely visit, an idea of how to classify these 

in terms of vulnerability. 

 

The benefits of the count going online would be: 

• Less subject to error with data entry, such as when we need to interpret different handwriting 

• No need to contact observers if a field is missing on the form as the observer would enter the data 

meaning they would recognise if they have forgotten to fill out some of the form 

• No long waits for data sheets to be sent firstly to coordinator and then on to National office 

• Entering exact locational data can be more accurate because observer gets to look at the satellite 

map and note whether the longitude/latitude of the sighting is where it should be 

• Automated calculations possible so that we don’t have to manually collate and summarise data 

• Data sheets less likely to get lost or misplaced before they are sent in to the National office 

• Data is available faster and closer to the actual count date rather than over six months later 

• Less reliance on a few volunteers to enter thousands of fields of data, but instead the load is 

shared 

• The data lives in a centralised database that will always have a home at BirdLife Australia and be 

immediately linked to Atlas records and available alongside all the other major BirdLife Australia 

project surveys. 
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We apologise for the delay in producing the final report of the 2016 biennial count. It has taken a lot 

longer than we expected to collate all the data sheets from the different regions and to go through each 

one of them to enter and analyse data. This can be made more efficient if the counters were able to enter 

the data online which is what we hope to achieve in the future (see proposal above). Anyway, we hope to 

have the final report completed soon! It would be good to have a look at the final density figures for all of 

the regions. 

 

RESEARCH - USING REMOTELY TRIGGERED CAMERAS TO UNRAVEL THE MYSTERIES OF GROUND-

NESTING BIRDS 

Associate Professor Mike Weston, Wildlife and Conservation Biology, Deakin University 

 

Let’s face it, most scientific papers while being important, can be dry and text-and number-heavy. The 

story is usually embedded in the concise and cold style requirements which mandate communication 

which is as precise and detached as possible. We were able to buck this trend in one of our recent papers 

(http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00063657.2017.1387517?journalCode=tbis20; or 

https://doi.org/10.1080/00063657.2017.1387517), entitled: “Case studies of motion-sensing cameras to 

study clutch survival and fate of real and artificial ground-nests in Australia”. We did not do this by clever 

writing, or avoiding statistical analysis, instead we let the pictures do much of the talking. We selected 

key images from the many thousands taken as part of our work on Hooded Plover, Red-capped Plover, 

Masked Lapwing (in Qld and Vic.), Bush Stone-curlew, and Beach Stone Curlew. The images illustrate the 

types of information which can be generated by these cameras, provided they are used in a well-designed 

and scientific fashion. This includes colour flag sightings, unusual behaviours, fate (i.e. a raptor taking an 

adult Hoodie on a nest) and clutch survival/loss. One of my favourites is an incubating Beach Stone-

curlew chasing off a snake. 

 

 

 
 

We used these cameras to ask a variety of research questions (presented as case studies), from 

investigating the effect of urbanisation on clutch success, to the usefulness of nest protection cages, 

identifying key threats, and even assessing whether artificial nests reflect real nests accurately. 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00063657.2017.1387517?journalCode=tbis20
https://doi.org/10.1080/00063657.2017.1387517
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Essentially, we wanted to package up all of these images to show what might be possible, and to present 

what is probably the most comprehensive account to date of the fate and survival of clutches of ground-

nesting birds in Australia. The fact there are 10 authors goes to the highly collaborative nature of this 

paper. Authors include former or current students and members of the BirdLife team (some are even in 

both categories!). The article has been published in the international journal, Bird Study (Weston, M.A., 

Ekanayake, K.B., Lomas, S., Glover, H.K., Mead, R.E., Cribbin, A., Tan, L.X., Whisson, D.A., Maguire, G.S. 

and Cardilini, A.P., 2017. Bird Study, pp.1-16.). One difficulty with scientific journals is access to articles 

by those not affiliated with scientific institutions (journals charge for subscriptions or access). However, I 

can offer you the opportunity to get a copy free if you wish, via a limited number of free e-prints provided 

by the journal (just use: http://www.tandfonline.com/eprint/nPqjGmTTCwSNUt4yZVuh/full). Be quick, as 

these are limited in number, and are provided on a “first-in basis.” If you want to stay informed of our 

publications, you can subscribe to my blog: https://www.tumblr.com/blog/mikeaweston. Finally, a big 

thank you to all those who helped with this and other data collection. I am endlessly inspired by your 

commitment and hard-work. 

 

INTERESTING SIGHTINGS 

WHAT A GREAT SIGN! 

From the Point England Bird Sanctuary, New Zealand 

 

 

http://www.tandfonline.com/eprint/nPqjGmTTCwSNUt4yZVuh/full
https://www.tumblr.com/blog/mikeaweston
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MORE EYES THE BETTER! 

Wendy White, Coordinator (Myponga to Lands End), Friends of the Hooded Plover Fleurieu Peninsula 

 

Normanville is a very busy beach especially just south of the jetty where boats are launched, dogs are 

walked, and horses are exercised, and this is where our unbanded pair of hoodies love to nest. Luckily this 

is also where the Bungala River flows out to sea giving the Hoodies a bit of protection, but there are still 

difficulties manifesting in a variety of ways. 

 

Normanville caravan park looks over the Bungala Estuary and we have many tourists sitting in front of 

their cabins watching out for the hoodies. Last month I met a photographer from Sydney who was very 

interested in the Hoodies and delayed his departure back home waiting for the chicks to hatch. While 

watching the nest he noticed a shingle back lizard come down from the dunes to the river for a drink, 

thirst quenched it then made its way straight towards the HP’s nest. Geoff, the photographer, camera 

already on the nest got very excited anticipating a great shot of the lizard eating the eggs! The Hooded 

Plovers were trying everything to distract the lizard from his mission, but to no avail, watching this brave 

display Geoff had to intervene and ran over as quick as he could and took the lizard for a nice stroll way 

down the beach. 

 

 

 
 

Photos: Geoff Hutchinson 
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Geoff did not get to see the 3 chicks hatch 3 days later, but it was not long before they were racing up 

and down the beach and later that day the chicks were seen swimming across the river, not even a day 

old. Unfortunately, there is only one left even with the local community looking out for them, I have 

emails everyday reporting sightings. The more eyes the better for our brave hoodies!! 

 

FROM NSW 

MONITORING BEACH-NESTING BIRDS IN NORTHERN NSW 

Jan Olley, Coordinator, Byron Bird Buddies 

 

Byron Bird Buddies (BBB) members monitor three sites in Byron 

Shire for beach-nesting bird activity. The sites include the 

estuaries of Brunswick River, Belongil Creek and Tallow Creek. 

Nesting has been occurring successfully in both the Brunswick 

River and Belongil Creek estuaries for many years however, 

Tallow Creek is a new monitoring site for our group. To date, no 

nesting activity has occurred at the Tallow Creek Estuary but 

because of the presence of Pied Oystercatchers and Beach 

Stone-curlews the group will continue to monitor bird 

populations and watch for signs of beach-nesting activity. Tallow 

Creek forms part of the Arakwal National Park and Cape Byron 

Marine Park and is an important site for the traditional owners, the 

Arakwal Bumberlin people. It is also a very popular recreational 

area and over peak holiday periods intensive human activity can 

occur including night-time parties with loud music. In order to raise 

awareness, this year BBB have produced education material 

including signs, bookmarks and a brochure to help inform the 

community and holiday-makers of the ecological importance of this 

site for migratory and resident ocean and waterbirds as well as resident shorebirds and particularly the 

beach-nesting birds. In July, before the nesting season, BBB members with the assistance of staff from 

the nearby Elements Resort held a working-bee to re-establish the temporary protective fence and renew 

the educational signs at Belongil. 

 

 
 

This year was a very poor breeding year compared to 2016 when all the hatchlings survived without 

incidence. 

 

Photo: Tallow Beach. Gerhard Viet 

Photo: Tallow Creek estuary. Gerhard Viet 

Photo: Reid Waters Photo: Reid Waters 
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At the Belongil Estuary, where two pairs of Pied Oystercatchers usually nest, no nesting activity occurred 

from the pair that build their nest on a small sand island about 200m up the creek. It is noted that in 

2016 they successfully fledged two chicks. The other pair of Pied Oystercatchers has been nesting on the 

beach since at least 2004. They laid two eggs on September 2nd, which was a month later than usual. Two 

weeks later, one of the pair was found with fishing line wrapped around both feet; however, it was still 

able to fly, feed and attend to its nesting duties. Unfortunately, the line was very tightly wound around 

the left foot. All attempts by Seabird Rescue and others over the next 12 days to catch it and remove the 

line failed. 

 

 
 

The foot self-amputated three days before the eggs were due to hatch. By the presence of egg shells, it 

appears the eggs hatched on time however the chicks were never sighted. Dog tracks (it is a dog 

prohibited area) were observed close to the nest site. By a strange coincidence, and only two days after 

the amputation occurred, the pair were visited by another pair of Pied Oystercatchers and amazingly one 

of these birds was a right leg amputee! What makes this more incredible is we have never seen another 

one-legged Pied Oystercatcher in the area before? Within two weeks the left-legged amputee was 

replaced by a two-legged healthy bird and all was back to normal; that is to say there is still a beach-

nesting pair on the front beach at Belongil. If there had been a month between monitoring visits one 

would be none the wiser that one bird had been replaced by another. 

 

Two pairs of Red-capped Plovers nested on the Belongil Beach this year. We did 

not see the first nest but at the end of September two adults and two almost fully-

grown chicks were observed. One chick survived from a second nesting and the 

third nest was abandoned. Presently, a pair is sitting on the fourth nest. 

 

In the Brunswick River about 10k north of the Belongil Estuary, the three very 

successful breeding pairs of Pied Oystercatchers all nested again this year and 

each pair laid two eggs. One pair did manage to lay three eggs however it was 

after one egg had been washed out of the nest by storm water and it laid abandoned about 4m from the 

nest for several weeks. From the six viable eggs only three chicks fledged; one egg was abandoned, 

another did not hatch and the other hatched, but the fate of the chick is unknown. 

 

In Marshalls Creek, a tributary to the lower reaches of the river, a pair of Beach Stone-curlews has nested 

for the past seven years with various degrees of success. This year, they successfully hatched a chick, but 

the chick disappeared after a month, possibly to a goanna. The pair re-nested two weeks later but the egg 

was gone within two days and the goanna is the chief suspect. Fortunately, last year’s chick survived. It 

was tagged C9 and remained with its parents up until two weeks after they nested this year. It left the 

parents at the end of September. 

 

Photo: Reid Waters 

Photo: Reid Waters 

Photo: Tricia Griffin Photo: Reid Waters 
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NORTHERN NSW BIRDLIFE AUSTRALIA WORKSHOPS 

Dr Grainne Maguire, Coast and Marine Program Manager 

 

On the 6th and 7th of September, Dan Weller and Grainne Maguire from BirdLife Australia delivered two 

days of workshops about migratory and resident beach-nesting shorebirds and seabirds, in the Hunter 

Valley region. Insights in to the nesting habits of oystercatchers, beach stone-curlews and red-capped 

plovers were presented, as well as local information presented by Neil Fraser about the local colony of 

nesting Little Terns and their use of a pile of dredge spoil that was intended to nourish nearby beaches. 

Below is an article which tells more about this amazing situation and the efforts of council now to manage 

the beach nourishment process with the birds’ needs in mind. Paul Mahon travelled all the way from 

Sydney to talk about the state-wide monitoring project and the 26 key sites where beach-nesting birds 

are monitored, with successes measured primarily against investment in pest control. We also heard 

about the shorebirds using the Worimi Conservation Lands and the challenges of vehicle management in 

the sand dunes. We got to see this first hand during the afternoon field visit, where a horse and cart 

ploughed through the flock of oystercatchers we were observing foraging on the beach. The 

oystercatchers were actually taking the exposed pipis from the upper beach and running with them to the 

water’s edge, to wet them and open them. We were unsure of the purpose of wetting them, but it was 

fascinating to watch! That evening, we checked out a spot where the beach stone-curlews nest locally but 

didn’t have any luck spotting the pair. 

 

The next day with a focus on migratory shorebirds, Neil presented a wealth of information about the 

shorebird monitoring on behalf of Alan Stuart and Dan gave an enlightening identification course, 

complete with bird impersonations to help with telling the migratory shorebirds apart. The afternoon field 

trip was to the Stockton Sandspit where the highlights were Whimbrel, Eastern Curlews and Grey-tailed 

Tattler. It was also a highlight to spend time with the Hunter Bird Observers who have some very 

knowledgeable and lovely people. A special thanks to Ann Lindsey, Mick Roderick and Neil Fraser for all 

their help in organising the workshop. 

 

These workshops were made possible through funding from the NSW Environmental Trust. 

 

The next day Mick Roderick took us out to Stockton Sandspit again where we saw over 1400 Red-necked 

Avocets and over 100 Eastern Curlew, wow!!! We also were taken to an important shorebird site, Hexham 

Swamp, and to a property with Banded Lapwings where we observed a pair with the cutest chicks ever! 

 

Photo: Lorraine Freeden Photo: Reid Waters 
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LITTLE TERNS NESTING AT WINDA WOPPA, PORT STEPHENS 

Neil Fraser, Hunter Bird Observers Club 

 

A group of very enthusiastic volunteers is currently monitoring a breeding colony of Little Tern at Winda 

Woppa, within Port Stephens. The terns are nesting on a sand spit formed at the mouth of the east arm of 

the Myall River where it enters Port Stephens. The volunteers are mainly members of Myall Koala and 

Environment Group and come from the Tea Gardens and Hawks Nest areas. Neil Fraser, a member of the 

Hunter Bird Observers Club is leading the group. Neil’s documentation of last summer’s breeding event 

led to the site being included in the NPWS Save Our Species programme. 

 

Neil Fraser found Little Tern nesting at Winda Woppa last summer and monitored their progress and 

breeding success. A subsequent search of historical records revealed 

reports of Little Tern observed in Port Stephens by the RAOU as early 

as 1928. Records also indicated previous nesting of Little Tern at 

Winda Woppa and on a sand spit on adjacent Corrie Island. Corrie 

Island is part of the Myall Lakes Ramsar site. The Winda Woppa sand 

spit is Crown Land, currently leased to the Mid-Coast Council, and 

both local and State Government agencies are cooperating in the 

management plan for the site. The Winda Woppa site is comprised of 

a large pile of dredge spoil up to 7m high and over 100m long, with 

adjacent flatter areas. The spoil was extracted from the mouth of the Myall River by the Mid-Coast Council 

in 2015 and is being used to replenish nearby eroded beaches. Site works have been suspended during 

the summer shorebird breeding season. 

 

Before nesting commenced, Michael Thomas (NPWS Taree), Jeremy Smith, Warden for the Manning 

Entrance Endangered Shorebird Monitoring Programme and Paul Mahon (NPWS Hurstville) visited the site 

and installed temporary fencing and signage with the assistance of local volunteers. This year the Little 

Tern are nesting mainly on the spoil pile in contrast to last year when most of the nesting was on the 

adjacent flatter areas. Last summer 49 nest sites were located, and 28 fledglings successfully raised by at 

least 23 breeding pair. Numbers are greatly increased this year with over 50 breeding pair and 70 nest 

sites recorded to date. The only known predators are four Australian Ravens that have predated 26 nests 

to date. NPWS is planning to control the ravens. Two pair of Pied Oystercatchers have also nested on the 

site this summer. 

 

Articles published in the local newspaper have raised residents’ awareness of the site and its importance 

to the Little Tern. Locals using the beach are supportive of current measures to temporarily manage 

access and restrict dogs. Although it is somewhat isolated, the sand spit becomes very popular with the 

Photo: Red-necked Avocets. Grainne Maguire Photo: Looking for Banded Lapwings. Mick Roderick 

Photo: Neil Fraser looking for Little Terns 
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boating public during the summer holiday period and managing the behaviour of the influx of visitors will 

present a significant challenge for the volunteers. 

 

 
 

FROM VICTORIA 

AN UPDATE FROM THE BASS COAST 

Steve Johnson, Coordinator, Friends of the Hooded Plover Bass Coast 

 

The extraordinary season of 2015/16 when all the weather patterns seemed to align in favour of 

successful Hooded Plover breeding (24 fledglings), I could not help concluding weather patterns are a 

major contributing factor to how well these birds reproduce. Leading into the 2016/17 season I along with 

our volunteers shared enthusiasm with high expectations. As we progressed into spring further displays of 

inconsistent and extreme weather patterns saw our optimism wane. Good breeding indicators just weren’t 

happening like the season before. By season’s end, yet another average outcome of 10 fledglings was 

delivered. So, onto the current season and spring weather patterns are yet again inconsistent, warm and 

inviting gentle breeze days are replaced by extended winter rain with colder than average temperatures 

and high tide surges that smash into the facing dunes washing over Hoodie habitat. Our 13km long 

stretch of sandy ocean beach is open and vulnerable to the Bass Straight south westerlies. Experienced 

breeders wait patiently for it to settle while younger inexperienced birds watch their eggs drown in the 

tides. Already, I am feeling we could well be in for another average season of 9 or 10 fledglings from our 

little battlers. In my 13 years of involvement with Hooded Plover and this BNB Project we have never had 

a fledgling yield like the 2015/16 season. So, as we labour away with our volunteer efforts a question 

comes to mind, is this climate change the biggest evolutionary challenge for the Hooded Plover or was 

that season just a one in ten-year occurrence in their ongoing struggle? 

 

Back to what’s happening on the Bass Coast in 2017/18... We kicked off a busy start to the season with a 

Farmers Market Hoodie education stall at Inverloch, closely followed by a Beach Communicating Workshop 

at Cape Paterson for some good tips on effectively talking to dog walkers. A wonderful comprehensive and 

informative Season Opening address by our new Regional BirdLife Beach-nesting Birds team member 

Kasun Ekanayake was followed by the Bass Coast Shire Council’s Steering Committee season opening 

meeting for their Hooded Plover Strategy. Establishment of a Communications Plan across all participants 

was a key outcome. We managed to recruit 4 new volunteers out of Inverloch/Wonthaggi and they are 

enthusiastically working their way through Program Induction for Hoodie Monitoring and Portal access. 

 

Photo: Spoil pile at Winda Woppa. Neil Fraser Photo: Little Tern on nest. John Turnbill 
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Late November’s term of welcoming warm weather brought on a rush of egg laying. On the last day of 

Spring I can announce we have 12 active nests from 18 pairs who have aggregated 26 nests with 58 

eggs. On a sad note, we have lost 5 chicks, but our highlight thus far is a beauty. 

 

On 19/11/17, I was privileged to observe our first fledglings take flight across water and into the record 

book as Victoria’s first fledglings for season 17/18. A pair of very cautious non-risk-taking chicks spent 

many hours hiding and forgoing feeding sessions at The Oaks Bay on the Bunurong Coast, Cape Paterson. 

Sharing a 300m long sandy beach bay enclosed by high rocky coastal cliffs with an ever present patrolling 

fox, a pair of Peregrine Falcons nesting in the adjoining bay and a packed beach on the few warm days 

was an amazing display of determination. Observing the pair over time, it became apparent it took all the 

cunning and dedicated vigilance of the parent birds to be able to achieve this breeding success. Volunteer 

Pete Hudson was there the day before to capture the pair with his camera displaying their brand-new 

feathers and engraved leg flags (placed 8/11/17). Pete’s words, “I didn’t see them fly but they have got 

to be almost fledged”. Nice photo Pete! 

 

We have very few opportunities to get 

early fledglings out there before the 

summer holiday beach invasions, 

particularly when weather patterns are 

not conducive to early lay. We can only 

offer our beach nesters hope, timely on 

ground nest management assistance 

and knowledge dispersal to beach 

visitors. Is it worth all the effort? To 

witness a newly fledged bird of a 

vulnerable species make its first 

independent flight is a special moment 

of immense pleasure and a relief, for the 

persistent and dedicated volunteers who 

have shared the struggle and journey through a summer breeding season. 

 

FEED FURIOUSLY LITTLE CHICKS: THE SILLY SEASON LOOMS! 

Dan Lees, Environmental Ranger, Phillip Island Nature Parks 

 

It’s been a long few months on Phillip Island with very few chicks on the ground. This was further 

exacerbated by the extreme rainfall event or “rainageddon” as it was described in the media, which 

dumped up to 70mm of rain on the island, causing 

wash-outs that flooded and destroyed two nests and 

led to the abandonment of one more. In another 

disappointing turn of events, a bird of prey (Nankeen 

Kestrel or Brown Goshawk) was witnessed capturing 

and predating a two-week-old chick by one of our 

volunteers. We are desperately hoping this is just a 

one-off incident and the bird of prey does not finish 

off the remaining two chicks. Things were looking 

bleak; however, a spate of nests laid by a number of 

pairs approximately a month ago managed to survive 

the rainfall event. This has meant that over the past 

week three nests have hatched producing seven 

chicks in quick succession. This takes Phillip Islands’ 

2017/18 breeding season thus far to 18 total nests, 6 

Photo: Peter Hudson 

Photo: Nest washed out due to heavy rain. Shani Blyth 
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(33%) of which have hatched, with another four nests still active. With only a few weeks until the holiday 

season begins we are hoping the chicks fatten up quickly, as increased visitation around the holidays 

might mean lean times for the chicks, with less time feeding and more time reacting to human 

disturbance. Get eating little chicks!  

 

In recent months we have also had reports of a number of 

Phillip Islands’ fledglings from last year turning up at 

locations around the Victorian coastline. Thirteen chicks 

fledged from the island last season many of whom have 

been spotted by FoHP volunteers ranging from Collendina 

(Bellarine Peninsula), Point Nepean, Flinders, Balnarring 

(Mornington Peninsula) and the Desal Beach (Bass Coast). 

Thanks to all the FoHP groups and their members for their 

sighting information and photos. 

 

MONITORING RED-CAPPED PLOVERS ON WESTERN PORT 

Mark Lethlean, Volunteer, Friends of the Hooded Plover Mornington Peninsula Inc. 

 

The FoHP Mornington Peninsula is into its second year of dedicated Red-capped Plover (RCP) data 

collection and management. We have two main colonies of breeding RCP’s at Balnarring and Point 

Leo/Shoreham monitored by about 12 volunteers. In 2016, we managed to secure a Coastcare grant that 

enabled us to create RCP specific signage and purchase ropes and stakes for nest and chick management. 

We were also able to conduct several workshops to educate the local community and land managers and 

to enabled us to recruit some local volunteers. For those unfamiliar with RCP monitoring, it is important to 

realise that they are not simply a smaller version of the Hoodie and I have to say that in my opinion, they 

are far more challenging. Their breeding strategies appear far more adaptive and differ even between our 

two colonies. 

 

Balnarring - this is a slightly more isolated beach but unfortunately is also used for Racehorse training 

from dawn to 9am. We have good support from the local Foreshore Committee and are still in the process 

of exploring strategies that will enable both the birds and horses to co-exist. At the moment they are not 

permitted within 5 metres of the foredune, but this means that there is still a lot of disruption to the soft 

sand for small foraging chicks. This colony consists of up to 7 breeding pairs spread over about 500 

metres. They generally have their nests in the Sea Wheat-grass of the foredune and dune which means 

they are incredibly hard to find. It is not uncommon to suddenly find a couple of chicks on the beach 

which will then rapidly disappear into the protection of the dune. Making sense of territories or pairs in 

this environment is almost impossible. 

 

Point Leo/Shoreham - this is more your typical urban 

surf beach. It has wide flat beaches at low tide covered in 

washed-up mats of various sea weeds and grasses. Not 

only are they at times very busy recreational beaches but 

they also provide a high density of food for an amazing 

array of shorebirds. So, try monitoring a colony of 

breeding and feeding RCP’s on a 75-metre-wide beach 

covered in seaweed and accompanied by a 100 Red-

necked Stints, some Double-banded Plovers, and the 

occasional Ruddy Turnstone and Hooded Plover. These 

birds seem to be less communal in their breeding 

strategies and we have about 8 pairs breeding over about 

3.5 km of beach. They will occasionally nest in the grasses of the foredunes but most commonly nest on 

Photo: Fledgling sighted at Somers. Mark Lethlean 

Photo: RcP female on nest. Mark Lethlean 
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the upper open beach relying on the camouflage of the nesting female or of the eggs themselves for 

protection. Our strategy for monitoring these birds is to generally walk in one direction along the water’s 

edge to do a basic count but then to walk back along the high tide mark to check for nests. Unlike 

Hoodies, these RCP’s are adapted to busy beaches and the Flight Initiation Distance (FID) for nesting 

females can be extremely short - sometimes only a matter of metres. Also, unlike Hoodies, they will 

perform elaborate distraction displays and rodent running to protect nests. Finding these nests is still an 

amazing challenge but a little easier than those hidden in the grasses at Balnarring. 

 

We have so far - to the 6th of December - had 12 chicks hatch 

from 24 nests and 3 chicks have fledged. One of those fledged 

chicks survived on an amazingly busy beach with foreshore 

camping, surf schools and record high November beach days. It is 

one of the first times where I felt sure that our management was 

crucial in providing enough refuge to enable the chick to feed and 

survive. Our next plan is to start flagging some of these birds, so 

we can better understand their dispersal, territories and breeding 

bonds. Please feel free to contact me at markleth1@bigpond.com if 

anyone is thinking of beginning to monitor RCP’s in their region. 

 

UNPRECEDENTED EARLY SUCCESS FOR HOODIES ON THE MORNINGTON PENINSULA 

Diane Lewis, President, Friends of the Hooded Plover Mornington Peninsula Inc. 

 

The Mornington Peninsula has had a very, very exciting start to the season. It’s early December and I can 

report 3 of our hoodie chicks have fledged and we have another 5 chicks at four separate beaches. After 

such a slow start last year a pair of Hoodies at Portsea decided to surprise us all by starting the season 

very early in September. By 2nd October we had 3 chicks on the beach. Of course, we had high hopes for 

these chicks but unfortunately, they failed 19 days later. Undeterred this hoodie pair are now incubating 

their 3rd nest, which is due to hatch around New Year. Heyfields also had a nest in September. The chicks 

from this nest only survived a couple of days. The second nest produced two hearty chicks. One of these 

chicks has survived being picked up by a beach goer who hadn’t realised the chick had been put into 

hiding by its parents and was not abandoned at all. The chick was taken back to the car park, where a 

well-known ex volunteer Malcolm Brown was contacted. He asked her to put the chick back exactly where 

she found it. Malcolm rang me, I then rang Lois Greene and she quickly went down to check on the chick 

which she found hiding on the sand once again. The following day the chick was seen running and feeding 

with its sibling. 

 

We were lucky to have Grainne chair a ‘Start of 

season’ meeting for our members this year. A good 

turnout meant there was plenty of productive 

discussion. It was lovely to have her back again 

and hear Kasun would be taking on the Mornington 

Peninsula as our BnB contact and mentor. Since 

then Kasun has visited us a couple of times. On 

Dec 6th he came down to band our three fledglings 

- white MD, white KP (L) and white RY (R). They 

are still on territory with their parents. It will be 

interesting to see how long they stay and then 

where they may travel to. A HP workshop and a 

RCP workshop were held in October and it was 

Photo: RcP signs. Mark Lethlean 

Photo: Hoodie chick close to fledging. Mark Lethlean 

mailto:markleth1@bigpond.com
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heartening to have so many new people attending. Getting them onto the beach monitoring is always the 

challenge. Unfortunately, two adult hooded plovers were found dead last month, both bodies were 

retrieved, and necropsies carried out (results noted below). Both birds had nests, which then failed. 

We have had some visitors from the Bass Coast and Phillip Island: white BR (Bass coast banded 2016) 

yellow 38, yellow 40 (both from Phillip Island, banded Feb17). PV has been busy overseeing the Port 

Phillip Bay grant we successfully obtained in April. New fencing has been installed at some beaches and 

other fencing has been repaired. Sand movement can bury fencing within a couple of years. This year we 

have concentrated on guiding beach goers from car parks onto the beach and away from the dunes. 

 

FoHP has been extremely fortunate to have the support of Trigger Brothers over the past 3 years. Their 

Hoodie T shirts and Tote bags have been so successful, they have decided to run them again this 

summer. They are in store now and can also be ordered online. Take a look at our webpage on 

www.hoodedplover.com and let us know what you think. Malcolm Brown donated it to the group. Casey 

Lee and Mark Lethlean have been busy updating and adding to it. We have added Facebook links. If you 

would like to add something, please let me know. Lastly, we have one bird missing from its Boags Rocks 

Territory - CE (L) orange flag. CE was last seen on 11th November 2017. A week later the Boags Rocks 

nest was found abandoned and the 3 eggs were partially covered by sand. It is feared the bird may have 

died so we’d like everyone to keep an eye out for it and let us know if it is seen. Season’s greetings to all! 

 

RED-CAPPED PLOVERS NESTING ON OUR BEACHES (BELLARINE BAYSIDE) 

Originally published in Bellarine Bayside September e-news 

 

Bellarine Bayside in partnership with Birdlife Australia recently hosted a Red-capped Plover monitoring 

workshop at the Indented Head Community Hall. Not to be confused with other plover species such as the 

Hooded Plover or the commonly encountered Spur-winger Plover, the red-capped is the most widespread 

of Australia’s beach-nesting shorebirds. On Saturday 12 August 2017 more than 25 community members 

attended the half day event which aimed to increase awareness and protection of the local beach-nesting 

birds. The red-capped plovers nesting behaviour close to the water increases the vulnerability of eggs and 

chicks to the elements and human disturbance. 

 

Recently, our local volunteers and plover enthusiasts discovered several red-capped plover nests on the 

beach in Indented Head (photo of eggs below by Vicki Perrett). We do request that walkers and beach-

goers do their best not to disturb these nests. Signage has been erected in the vulnerable areas and we 

would appreciate it if dog owners kept a close eye on their pets within these areas so as not to disturb or 

destroy these nests. 

 

 
 

Photo: RcP eggs. Vicki Perrett Photo: Kate Hope 

http://www.hoodedplover.com/
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A CHANGE IS AS GOOD AS A HOLIDAY! 

Jennie Turner and Julie Riley, Coordinators, Friends of the Hooded Plover Breamlea 

 

Yes, change is in the air for our Breamlea/Bancoora birds. After a 

long connection with old partner, KE at Bancoora 46W (Stingray 

Bay), CP and unbanded partner have nested at the toe of the dune 

west along Breamlea Beach, close to the 48W access track. This is 

understandable, given their lack of success nesting on the dune face 

at their previous site, but they seem blissfully unaware that this 

section of the beach is unfortunately ‘dogs off leash’! The 50W 

Unbanded pair has also decided to give the toe of the dune a go, 

after years of favouring two blowouts past 50W access track. 

 

Meg will be pleased that the emergency equipment recently provided 

by the Beach-nesting Birds Project has been put to good use, with 

Julie and Jennie quickly erecting fences and signs at these two sites, 

as land manager, Steve Smithyman was busy fencing two nests at 

Collendina. AY and unbanded mate from Bancoora 44W East were first to make a change last season, now 

occupying the eastern boundary of their territory, much to the chagrin of the Black Rock pair. Their first 

nesting attempt this season unfortunately failed but they’ll probably try again in this spot. 

 

BK and unbanded partner are barely tolerating this but fortunately are currently nesting (their second 

attempt) and they too are embracing change, nesting outside the permanent fence which has always been 

their preferred site. Due to the other pair’s incursion, they seem to be missing their lookout to the west, 

along Bancoora Beach. In fact, they have been somewhat discombobulated recently, sitting high on a 

steep dune face, east of the permanent fence. This proved to have its hazards when a jogger, complete 

with ear plugs, came bouncing down the dune, scattering the birds in her wake. A polite word and an 

introduction to the large nesting signs which were directly in front of her will hopefully mean that she will 

be more aware in future. Let’s hope that ‘ringing in the changes’ brings success for our Hoodies this 

season!  

 

New Team Breamlea members 

Christian Pritchett, President of the 13th Beach Board Riders Association, is keen to be involved in 

monitoring at Bancoora (his nearest beach), after the Association received a grant through the 

Corangamite Catchment Management Authority’s ‘Small Coastal Grants’. The activities of this new project 

provide direct support to the Hoodies and Birdlife within Barwon Coast’s area. After undertaking Meg’s 

monitoring training for the Association in 

October, Christian looks forward to joining 

Julie and Jennie in monitoring the pairs 

which he ‘met’ on a Hoodie walk on the 8th 

November. He was particularly pleased to 

be introduced to his namesake, CP from 

46W, banded as an adult by Meg in July 

2013 and nicknamed ‘Calm Plover’. Maybe 

this might now change to ‘Christian Plover’! 

 

We also had the good fortune to meet up 

with new volunteer, Jane Morrow from 

Ocean Grove. She had previously 

undertaken registration and training but recently attended the November Hooded Plover Conservation 

workshop at Anglesea. Jane has joined us at Bancoora Beach and is already in the thick of it and keen to 

Photo: Julie at 48W beach. Jennie Turner 

Photo: Participants at the Hoodie walk. Christian Pritchett 
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become a regular monitor. We are sure they will be great assets to Hoodie conservation and we 

enthusiastically welcome them to our patch! 

 

Plover Love 

Young members of the 13th Beach Board Riders Association – known as 

‘groms’ - have created their own webpage for their junior development 

program and they have used the new Surf-Plover logo as their profile logo. 

How cool is that! Christian says there’s lots of plover love going around 

and the good word is spreading! 

 

Thanks to the funding BirdLife acquired through the Corangamite 

Catchment Management Authority (CCMA), over the summer there will be 

a series of events in the area, including a Dog’s Breakfast at 13th Beach 

and Hoodie craft activities at the Barwon Coast caravan park – keep a look 

out for more details on the website or Facebook! 

 

 

 

 

A WIN FOR SHOREBIRDS AT POINT IMPOSSIBLE! 

Glenda Shomaly, Volunteer, Friends of the Hooded Plover Surf Coast 

 

A while ago, I presented a petition to the Surf Coast Shire requesting a change to the current dog off-lead 

status of the beach west of Point Impossible on the Surf Coast, along to the nudist beach carpark access. 

Concern was also expressed about the impact of horse training along the beach. Grainne Maguire was a 

great support, as were the keen Hoodie supporters who helped collect signatures. The petition was 

supported by council, who then passed it on to the land managers, the Great Ocean Road Coast 

Committee. They have consulted with Surf Coast Shire and Parks Victoria and established a 12-month 

trial period of a “Shorebird Protection Area” allowing dogs on lead only and restrictions on the movement 

of horses to low tide only and to below the high tide mark. 

 

Though this is less protection than requested, it is a step in the right direction, and appreciated as the 

fast-growing suburbs of Geelong are close by and use of the area is increasing. The rangers and 

volunteers who will be on the front line educating dog owners about the change were given training in 

how to achieve “peace” in our dealings with the public, which is most helpful. A short survey form has 

been developed, to collect data about public attitude and levels of compliance. There is now improved dog 

on lead signage for a “Shorebird Protection Area”. A wide variety of shorebirds have been recorded at the 

Point Impossible Estuary, the regulars being flocks of Double-banded Plovers in winter, Red-necked Stints 

from spring to autumn [currently counts of 240 or so], Red-capped Plovers, Hooded Plovers, [currently 

breeding], and Pacific gulls. The birds adapt to a changing seascape, with high tides leaving little beach 

and filling the estuary, and low tides exposing food rich reefs and wide beaches. A nudist beach is located 

at the western end, and we have found the community mostly helpful and interested in our Hoodie 

families. 

 

PLASTIC NURDLES THREATEN SHOREBIRDS ALONG VICTORIA’S FAR-WEST BEACHES 

John Hargreaves, Volunteer, Friends of the Hooded Plover Far West Victoria 

 

Things were looking good. After a slow and difficult start to the season with storms, high tides and in one 

case eggs robbed out by children, hoodie scrapes and egg clutches were proliferating along the far west 
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coast of Victoria and the first chicks were hatched. Then sometime in mid-November, a grave new 

environmental threat developed. A community member raised the alarm when she noticed thousands of 

white plastic pellets washed ashore on a beach adjacent to the Warrnambool sewage treatment plant. It 

soon emerged that millions of nurdles had been dumped into the sewage system then released into the 

ocean through the outfall for at least five days. 

 

Colleen Hughson, a local resident, quickly set up a 

Facebook page, “Good Will Nurdle Hunting”, to 

coordinate the community clean-up. Community 

groups, individuals and school children responded to 

begin the beach clean-up. Wannon Water stopped the 

release of nurdles and cleaned out the plant. But 

currents and offshore winds soon spread the 

contaminant to other beaches along the coast where 

hooded plovers, other beach-nesting birds and 

migratory shorebirds breed, feed and roost over the 

summer months. The EPA was called in, found 

Wannon Water had breached their licence and 

continues to investigate the source of the nurdle 

contamination. On 30 November, a Class 2 State 

Emergency was declared and an Emergency Response Team, combining government agencies and local 

authorities, was set up to coordinate the official clean-up response. 

 

Nurdles are the resinous raw material used to produce plastic products. In this case, they are irregularly 

shaped, pearly white and measure roughly 5mm by 4mm. They are classified as micro plastics, are very 

difficult to spot on beach or in water and are often overlooked as a pollutant because they are so small. 

Nurdles float and are prone to wide distribution by wind and current. In fact, a nurdle spill anywhere in 

the world is reported to international authorities because they will traverse the world’s oceans and come 

ashore almost anywhere on the planet. Nurdles do not go away, but slowly fragment into smaller and 

smaller pieces and enter the food chain. 

 

Nurdles are considered to be a serious threat to seabirds and shorebirds via ingestion. Resembling fish 

eggs and small arthropods, they can cause obstructions and internal injury. They attract background 

pollutants in the sea, such as DDT and PCBs, concentrating them to highly toxic levels. Algae grows on 

nurdles, especially when the surface becomes pitted, and emit gases that resemble natural prey items. 

Procellariiformes, tube-nosed birds such as albatross, petrels and shearwaters, are believed to be 

particularly vulnerable to this form of pollutant, as they are olfactory (smell) predators. Port Fairy, some 

20kms west of the sewage outfall, is home to an important shearwater colony. 

 

A specific danger to hoodies and other beach 

nesting birds is disturbance caused by people 

cleaning up nurdles on the beach adjacent to 

nesting territories, sometimes for hours. It is 

ironic that just where the nurdles pose the 

greatest threat to chicks, the clean-up response 

poses an equal or greater threat. Nurdle clean-

up near the most sensitive sites is being 

undertaken by Far West Friends of the Hooded 

Plover volunteers and Parks Victoria rangers, and 

the community and official clean-up teams 

informed by directives from BirdLife Australia. 

 

Although there are indications that the official 

Photo: White nurdles among seaweed. Toni Ryan 

Photo: Nurdles washed up near Hoodie territory. Toni Ryan 
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response might wind down over the summer holiday period, nurdles continue to come ashore in large 

numbers and continue to pose a grave threat to the environment. Initially concentrated in belts along tide 

lines on the wet sand, the nurdles have now spread to the upper beach and many have been buried in dry 

sand and under wracks of algae. The influx of large numbers of holiday makers to local beaches, is likely 

to lead to many more nurdles being trampled into the sand. The community continues to respond 

magnificently to this emergency and local businesses are offering prizes and incentives for participants. 

Check out the Good Will Nurdle Hunting Facebook page and the Wannon Water webpage for more details 

and updates.  

https://www.facebook.com/nurdles3280 

http://www.wannonwater.com.au/about-water/sewage-treatment/nurdles-response.aspx 

 

FROM SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

BELOVED PET KILLS THREATENED SPECIES AT VICTOR HARBOR 

Adapted from BirdLife Australia’s media release 

 

South Australian beachgoers were being urged to leash their pets, after a Hooded Plover chick was killed 

by an off-leash dog on the beach. BirdLife Australia and the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural 

Resources Board, together with hundreds of volunteers and local rangers and council staff, have been 

working for over a decade to halt the decline of the Hooded Plover, a threatened species that occurs on 

surf beaches of the southern coasts of Australia. 

 

An off-leash dog on the beach can put an end to months of hard work by parent birds and volunteers 

alike. The rapid movement of these small chicks running to hide can attract the attention of dogs, and 

literally within seconds, the chick can be chased, caught and killed. This is exactly what happened on 

Monday 23rd October around 9am on the beach near Victor Harbor Central. As volunteer, Gary Jackson, 

observed the family of hoodies within their fenced and signed breeding area from a distance through 

binoculars, he was horrified to see a man with his off-leash dog (thought to be a Labrador) approaching 

the birds. Within seconds, the dog was chasing the family group and had caught one of the three chicks, 

holding it in its mouth. Another observer had rushed over to talk to the dog owner, who called the dog 

back, but by this time it was too late. 

 

Volunteer Regional Coordinator, Hooded Plover Program for 

Fleurieu South Coast, Elizabeth Steele-Collins said, “To 

breed, the Hooded Plovers in this area (Encounter Bay 

coastline) need about 5% of the total beach frontage 

available to dog owners to walk their dogs. We aren’t asking 

dog walkers to avoid this 5%. Instead, all we’re asking is 

that, when they are near the fenced and/or signed areas, 

that they put their dogs on a lead until they have passed 

through.” 

 

BirdLife Australia’s Beach-nesting Birds Program Manager Dr Grainne Maguire explained that “this is not a 

trivial matter. Killing a threatened species is in breach of wildlife protection laws and dog owners can face 

serious penalties. Beachgoers must obey the prevailing rules and regulations, particularly the leashing 

laws, as they are in place to ensure these deaths are prevented,” Dr Maguire said. 

 

“Responsible dog ownership on beaches means that dogs should not be able to hunt and kill birds or other 

wildlife. Our approach with protection of these birds has always been to find solutions to promote 

coexistence, to share the beach. Leashed dogs are permitted on most breeding beaches, but the dog 

walking community needs to comply to assist in saving this species.” 

Photo: Dogs chasing Hoodies. Elizabeth Steele-Collins 

https://www.facebook.com/nurdles3280
http://www.wannonwater.com.au/about-water/sewage-treatment/nurdles-response.aspx
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FLEURIEU PENINSULA 

Wendy White, filling in for Emma Stephens, Coastal Conservation Officer with Natural Resources Adelaide 

and Mount Lofty Ranges, hosted by City of Holdfast Bay 

 

A very busy start to the breeding season with over 35 nests and nearly 20 chicks but are still waiting for 

some fledglings! Again, the Hooded Plovers have nested at Seacliff, a very busy metropolitan beach. In 

October, when the first nest appeared we held a ‘Dog’s Breakfast’ giving pup cakes to all the dogs, which 

is a great segue to talking to their owners about the Hooded Plovers. Most of the beach users are 

responsible dog owners but it is nice to chat to them about the breeding plovers. We also had the scope 

set up, so people could watch the Hooded Plover on the nest from a safe distance. Unfortunately, that 

nest failed, however they soon tried again, and three chicks have now hatched. We held another ‘Dog’s 

Breakfast’ to inform beach users, especially dog owners, how to help these chicks survive. 

 

After a Hooded Plover training day held at Sellicks Beach in September we acquired a few more 

volunteers for each of the Fleurieu regions and have had quite a bit of interest from prospective 

volunteers through Southern Volunteering. On September 30th we had a Hooded Plover display at the 

Yankalilla Show, we also had the badge making machine operating, so were kept busy producing badges 

that the kids had coloured in. The Show Society held a green trial where participants had to visit certain 

stalls, the Hooded Plover stall was part of this trail so lots of people visited and were given a bag. The 3D 

printed Hooded Plovers on display are always a great attraction. On 7th & 8th October we attend the Port 

Elliot show where we had a display in conjunction with the South Coast Environment Centre and gave out 

lots of bags, information and stickers and talked to lots of people (see photos below). 

 

 

 

 

 

Photos: Wendy White 
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ONKAPARINGA BEACHES, FLEURIEU PENINSULA 

Ash and Sue Read, Coordinators (Onkaparinga Beaches), Friends of the Hooded Plover Fleurieu Peninsula 

 

As has been the case in the past 2 seasons, the pair at Ochre Cove, Maslin Beach started nesting around 

20th August. Once again this was one of the first nests 

recorded on the Data Portal for this season. Unfortunately, it 

did not have a happy ending as the eggs disappeared only a 

few days before they were due to hatch. The probable cause 

was a fox which has been an almost daily visitor to the beach 

since last season. Elsewhere, our other 5 resident pairs were 

busy with nests appearing at most of the regular locations 

including the return of the pair at Seacliff, an Adelaide 

metropolitan beach. Again, their nesting generated a lot of 

publicity for the birds although their nest was unsuccessful as 

the eggs were broken into by a Magpie or Raven. They moved 

further along the beach for their second nest and this was successful with 3 chicks hatching on 25th 

November and still going strong at the time of writing. Although we did not have the large number of 

storm events that caused severe damage to many of our beaches last season, the couple of storms we did 

have resulted in further damage to some nesting sites, causing some pairs to nest in less than favourable 

locations, which resulted in 2 nests being washed away. 

 

The pair at Ochre Cove nested again within 2 weeks of their loss, and this time the 3 eggs hatched 

successfully, despite the nightly presence of the fox. All did not go smoothly for the young chicks as when 

only 4 days old they had a lucky escape from an attack by 3 dogs. We had gone to Ochre Cove to install 

another banner, and sighted both adults 

and the 3 chicks in the seaweed wrack just 

south of the fenced area. We had just 

finished putting up the banner and were 

about to leave the beach when 3 unleashed 

dogs came racing on to the beach from the 

opposite end to where we were and 

instinctively headed straight for the birds. 

The adults took off with one of the dogs 

chasing after them, while the other 2 dogs 

headed for the chicks. The 2 owners of the 

dogs now reached the beach and realised 

what was happening, but the dogs ignored their commands and were relentless in chasing after the birds. 

Suddenly we realised that one of the dogs had grabbed a chick and had it in its mouth. It dropped the 

chick when we yelled at it but was about to pick it up again when we arrived and chased it away. The 

chicks headed into the fenced area followed by one of the dogs. Luckily the lower rope on the fence 

delayed it getting into the fenced area and we were able to chase it away. Meanwhile the 2 owners were 

trying to round up their dogs which kept chasing the adult hoodies. It took them quite a while to finally 

leash all 3 dogs before eventually leaving the beach. It took the adult hoodies several minutes to locate all 

3 chicks which thankfully were all moving normally. It shows that it only takes a few seconds and a lot of 

hard work could come to nought. Very lucky. Subsequently one chick disappeared about 4 days later then 

a second chick also disappeared about 2 weeks after that. However, the good news is that the surviving 

chick continued to prosper and fledged early December. 

 

Photo: Seacliff Hoodies chasing gull. John Cobb 

Photo: Ochre Cove chick prior to fledging. Graham Thomas 
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A large surprise occurred when UV, a chick banded at 

Myponga in November 2015, finally found a partner after 

spending 2 seasons wandering over much of the Fleurieu 

Peninsula and nested at a new site at Field River near 

Hallet Cove, laying 3 eggs some time in November. The 

site was not being monitored on a regular basis as hoodies 

had only been reported from this location recently. It was a 

major shock when a single chick hatched about a week 

later. The other 2 eggs did not hatch. This now becomes 

our 7th nesting pair and our second-most northerly site 

(and a 3rd council district). The terrain is very unusual for a 

hoodie nesting site, consisting mainly of rocks and gravel with very little sand. 

 

In summary we now have 7 nesting pairs (a record) which have had 12 nests between them, laying 31 

eggs of which 18 hatched successfully. So far only 1 chick has fledged, but there are still 6 others of 

various ages still alive at the time of writing. 

 

REFLECTIONS ON NESTING OYSTERCATCHERS AT BROWN BEACH, KANGAROO ISLAND 

Hugh Rischbieth 

 

Two pairs of Pied Oystercatchers have successfully nested, guarded the nest, each pair hatched two chicks 

and at this stage all is going well. This team work and subsequent tuition of their chicks is amazing! On 

one of the nests, the hen sat for more than 30 days before the nest and eggs disappeared from the base 

of the sand dune. Two fluffy chicks appeared four days later, just when Renee Mead of the Beach-nesting 

Birds team visited. 

 

Throughout the nesting stage, for each pair, the cock bird kept lookout from a considerable distance, 

generally high on the beach so as not to be obvious. The hen would leave the nest from time to time with 

the cock bird acting as a decoy. If an errant crow or unrestrained dog approached, the cock bird would 

immediately engage in fight pilot behaviour to deter the threat. Sadly, there were multiple unleashed dogs 

despite signage and it is amazing that all four chicks survived. 

 

Within a week, all of the chicks were seen feeding at the water’s edge, two of them had had their first 

swimming lesson and for the most part they spent the 

day sheltering unnoticed away from both mum and dad. 

Come nightfall, the family would re-engage, mum, dad 

and the chicks all converging at the shoreline to discuss 

the days’ events; the perils and threats averted, and 

then commenced in some familial feeding tuition, mum 

and dad doing their bit until the chicks, having followed 

their parents’ watchful eyes and beaks, joined in. 

 

The joy of these events overwhelms the frustration of 

some dog owners who continue to ignore the signs, 

requests and their own knowledge of the birds nesting, 

to allow their dogs to free-range. Despite this criticism, 

2017 is the first year that I am aware of over the past 

20 years that two pairs have successfully nested to this point. 

 

The three Hooded Plovers need to take the lead from their red-legged mates! 

 

Photo: Hallet Cove site. Ash Read 

Photo: Monitoring POCs at Brown Beach. Renee Mead 
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EYRE PENINSULA 

Rachael Kannussaar, Coastal Management Officer, Natural Resources Eyre Peninsula 

 

This nesting season has started more smoothly than the last. Severe storms back in October 2016 

devastated all known nests and drastically changed regular nesting territories. In some areas sand had 

been completely removed, leaving behind rocky reefs. A severe setback for the hoodies and their nesting 

season. So far this year, volunteers have reported birds back on regular territories and nesting attempts 

are now in full swing, with many close to hatching on southern and eastern Eyre Peninsula (EP). 

 

Signing and fencing of nests is rarely done on EP, due mainly to the number of territories, the remoteness 

of locations and the vast distances between sites (sometimes hundreds of kilometres). In most cases it’s 

not feasible to manage and often not necessary for successful recruitment. However, there is always an 

exception and recently a nest reported by dedicated volunteers was deemed to be in a concerning position 

and warranted further on-ground management. The nest was near a popular camping site in Lincoln 

National Park, so working closely with park rangers 

we were able to quickly install temporary signs to 

flank the nest and place notices around the 

campground to alert locals and visitors using the 

area. On the 24th November volunteers were 

extremely proud to photograph a fledgling on 

territory with parents. A milestone we are excited to 

share with people visiting this beautiful location. This 

is the first reported fledgling of the season, although 

we are confident there are more fledged juveniles 

around the region. We just don’t know about them. 

 

Coincidentally, a nest reported recently located south of Tumby Bay on the eastern Eyre Peninsula, 

happened to be the location we had pre-planned for a rural women’s Landcare workshop focussing on 

coastal management and beach-nesting birds. During our field outing we were rewarded with a sighting of 

a pair of adult Hooded Plovers and their three chicks! Our workshop participants were able to see these 

very young chicks, only a few days old, staying close to their parents. I had to convince participants that 

this was not a regular ‘run of the mill’ experience and that yes, these birds are a threatened species. One 

of these three chicks, has now successfully fledged. 

 

Recent ecology work on Eyre Peninsula’s offshore islands has confirmed that these islands are important 

for Hooded Plovers. They are valuable sanctuary areas, and most are free of introduced predators, and 

largely also free of people, dogs and vehicles. With the islands not far offshore, we expect there is regular 

movement of birds between them and the mainland. With now more than a dozen Hooded Plovers banded 

on EP (slowly increasing), we hope to soon find banded birds out on the numerous islands too. 

 

A recent trip out west by our Landscape Ecologist to the ‘Head of Bight’ and Yalata Beaches in conjunction 

with BirdLife and the Alinytjara Wilurara NRM was motivated by the quest to band and take blood samples 

from birds existing as close to the extreme west of the eastern subspecies range as possible. Questions 

we are intrigued to answer include: Do we have birds on EP more closely linked genetically to the western 

population? Or a new subspecies all together? Analysis of samples collected from two newly banded birds 

will hopefully go some way to answering these questions. 

 

Photo: Recently fledged chick. Jan Hetherington 
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This year we’ve continued to visit local schools and raise 

awareness/promote conservation of beach-nesting birds. 

Student and teacher interest and knowledge are increasing. 

Year one and two students at Lake Wangary Primary School 

have taken their knowledge one step further, creating a 

beautiful mural in their classroom and we hope to move this 

display to the Port Lincoln Natural Resources Centre in the 

new year. Further Natural Resources EP funding in 2018 will 

see much needed support back on EP from BirdLife. An 

exciting end to the season ahead! 

 

FROM WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

HOODED PLOVERS IN THE CAPE TO CAPE REGION 

Marcus Singor, Coordinator, Hooded Plover Program Western Australia 

 

The stretch of coastline between Cape Naturaliste to Cape Leeuwin is about 135 km long and has some of 

the most picturesque coastline on display in Western Australia. Located in the south-west corner of 

Western Australia it contains many small and sheltered bays and long sandy beaches which are ideal 

Hooded Plover habitat. Of course, the famous Cape to Cape walking track follows the coastline closely and 

walkers often report seeing Hooded Plovers along their way. The Cape to Cape region has a healthy 

population of Hooded Plover. At the last census conducted in February 2017 we counted a total of 35 

Hooded Plover of which there were 31 adults and 4 juveniles. It is not only Hooded Plover that are found 

along the beaches, a number of other shorebirds are seen such as Australian Pied Oystercatcher, Sooty 

Oystercatcher, Sanderling and Ruddy Turnstones. 

 

Coastal housing development is encroaching on a number of sites as is the provision of dog beaches near 

breeding sites. The Cape to Cape is a known international surfing destination. Hooded Plovers face a 

number of challenges here as being a premium wine and food area, there are always a high number of 

visitors that go to the beaches. Silver Gulls harass them when with chicks. Volunteers from the Margaret 

River Regional Environmental Centre (MRREC) regularly check known nesting sites so that activity can be 

recorded, and nests protected. This group has long led the push for better education for dog owners, 

more feral animal control and effective monitoring tools (such as cameras to help understand what is 

happening when eggs or chicks are lost. MRREC have a Facebook page and are able to share their posts 

to local Community Noticeboards and Buy and Sell pages (with over 8.500 and 12.000 members 

respectively) via the use of a made up “Margie Enviro” identity. Social media has been a powerful tool in 

raising local awareness when our Hoodies nest on busy dog beaches. Natalie Bell has been one of the 

driving forces behind these initiatives. 

 

The Hooded Plover breeding season starts 

around September and at the time of writing 

this article new breeding records are coming in 

fast. The first Hooded Plover chicks were sighted 

towards the end of September 2017 at Hillview 

Beach. Shortly after this a flurry of nests were 

reported. These were; a nest with 3 eggs at 

Grunters Beach on 8 October 2017; two adults 

and three half grown chicks at Contos Beach on 

15 October 2017; an adult sitting on a nest at 

Boodjidup Beach on 25 October 2017; a nest 

with 2 eggs at Kilcarnup Beach on 11 November 

Photo: The mural. Rachael Kannussaar 

Photo: Hoodies at Gnoocardup Beach. Steven Castan 
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2017 and an adult sitting on a nest with three eggs at Prevelly Beach on 11 November 2017. So, in total 

we have six breeding pairs at the start of the season of which two pair had chicks. 

 

There is a well-known cafe at Gnarabup called the “White Elephant” cafe that overlooks the beach. Here 

you can sit and drink your coffee and observe Hooded Plover on the beach nearby and if lucky you might 

see an Osprey flying over. At Grunters Beach the first clutch failed, and a second breeding attempt was 

made in mid-November 2017 and is still in progress. We are keeping our fingers crossed for a good 

outcome. Last year it took till a third breeding attempt before chicks were hatched and just one survived. 

One of the greatest achievements for the Cape to Cape region is the close co-operative working 

relationship that has developed between the different Government and Community organisations. All show 

a commitment and dedication in protecting and looking after the environment and its inhabitants. There 

are many unique species in this area such as Masked Owl, White-bellied Frog, Leeuwin Snail, Margaret 

River Hairy Marron and I would like to include our Hooded Plover. 

 

 
 

The Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions (DBCA) has assembled a rapid response 

team that is on standby. As soon as a Hooded Plover nest has been discovered they send out their 

Rangers to make sure appropriate signage and fencing is put in place to protect the Hooded Plovers 

nesting site. Christine Fleay, their Conservation Officer, coordinates the response team and their work has 

undoubtedly resulted in better breeding outcomes. Tangaroa Blue is an organisation that has many 

volunteers who collect marine debris from our beaches and keep track of the items that wash ashore. 

They keep a close eye on our shorebirds and report any breeding activity. Their aim is to keep the oceans 

clean. The Meelup Regional Park Management Committee provides another vital link in the chain of 

organisations that assists in monitoring our beaches. The City of Busselton, with support from DBCA, ran 

a Hooded Plover monitoring project last year from September to April, to better understand which 

beaches the Hooded Plover was frequenting and where it was breeding within the Shire’s boundaries. John 

McKinney is the Coordinator Environment/Landcare Services for the Shire of Augusta Margaret River and 

has put out media bulletins making people aware of the Hooded Plover breeding season and what 

measures to put in place to assist in a successful breeding season. The same information can be found on 

the Shire’s web site. John recently conducted an interview on ABC Southwest about Hooded Plovers in 

order to raise community awareness. As you can see, there are many partners working in unison with 

BirdLife Australia to protect the Hooded Plover. Without this close collaboration and mutual support we 

would not have achieved the level of community awareness and positive outcomes for these endearing 

little birds. 

 

 

 

Photo: Gnarabup Beach from cafe. Natalie Bell Photo: Can you spot 2 chicks? Natalie Bell 
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PIED OYSTERCATCHERS BREEDING ALONG BROOME’S COAST 

Clare and Grant Morton 

 

My husband, Grant & I moved to Broome in Western Australia permanently at the end of 1999 and the 

Broome area has a lot to offer for anybody interested in birds and bush-walking. We were fortunate 

enough to find our first Pied Oystercatcher nest on Cable Beach in July 2000. Over the years we soon 

discovered that the Pied Oystercatchers along Broome’s coast nest reliably around the first week of July 

each year and also use the same territory and nest site year after year. The normal clutch is only two 

eggs, but one pair has occasionally laid three eggs. We monitor a 23 kilometre stretch of beach from 

Gantheaume Point to the south side of Willie Creek by foot or on bicycle depending on the tide and part of 

the beach is accessible to four-wheel drives. The presence of four-wheel drives is particularly prevalent 

during the nesting season, but they are mostly in an area where only one pair nest. This pair of Pied 

Oystercatchers has only succeeded in raising a chick once and that was in 2012. 

 

Over the past eighteen nesting seasons we have discovered that the sixteen pairs that nest along the 23 

kilometre stretch of beach have very little success in raising chicks to fledge. We have discovered that 

predation by cats is the main problem when the eggs have been newly laid and cat tracks can often be 

seen moving from one nest to the next nest raiding the eggs. This is particularly prominent at the 

northern end of this stretch of beach. The northern section of beach has the majority of the pairs of Pied 

Oystercatchers and they are close to good food on the adjoining reef system. It is not unusual for a pair 

to lay up to five clutches of eggs during the breeding season, but by the end of October they stop 

attempting to breed. Later clutches can result in abnormal eggs that can be with no pigment at all or even 

a very small second egg*. The white egg did hatch out, but the small egg was removed after a few days 

and the nest failed. 

 

 
 

During the day-time where temperatures are often over 30c the Pied Oystercatchers will shade the eggs 

rather than sit on the eggs. We have observed the adult birds going to the sea to get damp before 

returning to shade the eggs. Once the eggs have hatched the adult birds have been observed flying the 

broken eggshell to the sea and drop it well away from the nest. The chicks will be moved from the nest 

within the first day and stay in the surrounding dune system only moving to feed at the water’s edge as 

the tides permit. The parents will collect food from the surrounding dunes, but also collect food from some 

distance away and call as they return with food. The chicks are incredibly good at swimming and often 

follow their parents onto the reef and back by swimming. 

 

Young chicks are often taken between ten and fourteen days by predators and this has included Black 

Kites. Even young Pied Oystercatchers that are almost able to fly have been taken despite their parents 

trying their utmost to protect them. Around Broome the Pied Oystercatcher chicks grow very fast and will 

Photo: White egg in POC clutch. Clare and Grant Morton Photo: Small egg in POC clutch. Clare and Grant Morton 
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reach 300 grams in 30 days having been approximately 30 grams when they hatch out. They are usually 

flying by around forty days, which is younger than in the southern states, but does not seem to enable 

them to fare any better. 

 

Several of the Pied Oystercatchers along the 23 kilometres stretch of beach are banded and some of these 

birds also carry engraved leg flags. One particular male Pied Oystercatcher was banded as an adult in 

1992 and is therefore a minimum of 28 years old. Over the past 18 years it has only successfully raised 

one chick in 2010. We have discovered over the years, due to the individually marked birds, that the pairs 

are not always faithful, nor do they always keep to their territories. 

 

Most years only one chick is successfully raised despite in excess of seventy eggs being laid by the sixteen 

pairs, but not every year. This year no pairs had any success at all, but we have had one occasion in 2014 

where one pair successfully raised all three chicks to fledge. This particular female bird was actually the 

parent to a chick in 2007 and subsequently moved from the main area of Cable Beach to Gantheaume 

Point to mate with another bird in 2010 after an unsuccessful partnership with another male bird. This 

particular male bird she joined at Gantheaume Point had been in the same catch where the two birds 

were banded in Roebuck Bay in 2002 and had lost its mate in 2009. The male bird that she left on Cable 

Beach kept the territory from 2008 onwards and with another female bird successfully raised a chick to 

fledge in 2016 and remains in this territory. It has been quite amazing to watch the movements of 

individually marked birds. It makes for a rather complex family tree! 

 

Several of the fledged chicks since 2007 have been followed by individually marking them with engraved 

leg flags. They either move north to join a small non-breeding flock around Willie Creek or move south to 

the far side of Roebuck Bay at Bush Point where there are several hundred Pied Oystercatchers. We have 

encountered our chicks returning to near where they started out from with partners after four years, but 

they have not been observed to successfully breed yet. 

 

I have written for an American website called http://www.10000birds.com/ for over seven years now and 

if you do a search in the “search on site” at the top upper right of the website you will discover some of 

our observations regarding the Pied Oystercatchers around Broome. I have also written on this website 

about our encounters with nesting Red-capped Plovers, Black-fronted Dotterels, Red-kneed Dotterels and 

other shorebirds around the Broome area. 

 

*Editor’s note: The small egg in the oystercatcher clutch may possibly belong to a red-capped plover, 

black-fronted dotterel, or similar species. In southern Australia, there are a few records of pied 

oystercatchers laying eggs in hooded plover nests. Quite recently in Far West Victoria, an oystercatcher 

egg that was laid in a hooded plover nest hatched and the hooded plovers looked after the oystercatcher 

chick for a few days before it died probably due to starvation. 

 

FAIRY TERNS 

MONITORING AND REHABILITATION OF FAIRY TERN BREEDING SITES IN WESTERN PORT AND PORT 

PHILLIP BAYS 2017-18 

Samantha Monks, Fairy Tern Project Officer, BirdLife Australia 

 

BirdLife Australia has successfully secured a second year of funding to monitor Fairy Tern populations and 

rehabilitate breeding sites in Western Port and Port Phillip Bays. This project has been funded through the 

Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning’s “Biodiversity On-ground Action - Community & 

Volunteer Action Grants 2017”. Fairy Terns are experiencing populations declines in south-eastern 

Australia with previous breeding colonies disappearing. Fairy Terns are known to change breeding sites, 

which suggests there is a limited supply of appropriate nesting sites, and site suitability varies between 

http://www.10000birds.com/
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years. This community project will continue the ongoing monitoring of Fairy Tern breeding colonies to 

assess annual breeding success. Habitat assessments of key breeding sites will be conducted to evaluate 

the ecological characteristics and threats. Knowledge gained from the successful tern rehabilitation work 

on Crescent Island, Gippsland, will be utilised in this project. 

 

Active management and the enhancement of Fairy Tern breeding habitats and roosting sites will allow a 

greater opportunity for breeding success in Western Port and Port Phillip Bays. On-ground works will occur 

at sites needing rehabilitation. This includes: weeding, shrub removal and substrate supplementation. 

Active nesting sites will be regularly monitored and protected from threats such as human disturbance, 

predation pressures and tidal inundation. Protective measures include erecting signage to alert beach 

users to the presence of nesting sites to help minimise disturbance. In late November, 20 students from 

Perseverance Primary School on French Island, had a field workshop with staff from BirdLife and Parks 

Victoria. The students learnt about the importance of protecting a local threatened species focusing on 

Fairy Terns and other beach-nesting birds. They successfully weeded an important nesting site at Rams 

Island. 

 

 
 

The Fairy Tern Steering Committee needs help from volunteers to monitor Fairy Tern nesting colonies at 

sites within Western Port and Port Phillip Bays. We also require any historical or current records of Fairy 

Terns that people may have recorded in their field notebooks. Reporting of current Fairy Tern sightings 

will allow us to follow up reports and provide a better understanding of movements, breeding success and 

habitat use. Historical records can help determine trends in habitat use over time and highlight sites which 

may require management actions.If you have any records of Fairy Terns or are interested in helping with 

Fairy Tern monitoring, please contact Samantha Monks at sam.monks@birdlife.org.au or 0458 381837 or 

Amy Adams at amy.adams@birdlife.org.au or 03 9347 0757. 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

BirdLife Australia’s Beach-nesting Birds Project is funded from a range of sources including the State Government of Victoria 
via the Icon Species Fund and Community Volunteer Action Grant, Commonwealth Government via the National Landcare 
Programme, Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges NRM, Natural Resources Northern and Yorkes, Corangamite CMA, Bill 
Holsworth, Coastcare Victoria, the NSW Environmental Trust, Uebergang Foundation, and the generous donations of BirdLife 
Australia members and supporters. 

Photo: Andrew Silcocks Photo: Perseverance PS students. Sam Monks 
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